Stillborn support group: Mothers of stillborn babies find support...
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Her baby's death inspired mom to help
others facing same ordeal
October 13, 2011 | By Kate Santich, Orlando Sentinel
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When Jennifer Harden was five months pregnant, instead of shopping for onesies and teddy bears, she
began searching for a tiny coffin and grave site.
That was anguishing enough. But dealing with public expectations and reactions made the situation
worse.
"People can't understand what you're going through, and they don't know how to respond," said Harden,
a 28-year-old government contractor in Melbourne. "You get these reactions from people, these facial
expressions, that make you feel bad that you said anything."
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Harden's son, Matthew Alexander, lived only 31/2 hours before dying in her arms. But his brief life — on
March 8, 2009 — inspired his mother to launch a nonprofit organization dedicated to awareness of
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newborn mortality and supporting women whose babies are stillborn or perish soon after birth.
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In 2009, the most recent year for which data are available, more than 17,000 infants in the United States
died before reaching 28 days old — or more than four babies for every 1,000 live births. For black
women, the rate is nearly double.
Statistics are less reliable on the number of pregnant women given a fatal diagnosis for their babies yet
choose to continue the pregnancy. But they are thought to be a distinct minority.
Dr. Rachel Humphrey, medical director of maternal fetal medicine at Florida Hospital, said she is careful
not to push a patient either way.
"What I do as a high-risk doctor is make these diagnoses and definitely let the patients know that I'm
going to tell them the truth," she said. "I'm going to be very realistic, but I'm never going to take away their
hope, and I'm going to support them no matter what they choose to do."
Harden, who found out 16 weeks into her third pregnancy that her baby might not survive, had a different
reaction from her perinatologist, an obstetric subspecialist handling high-risk pregnancies.
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"He told us that we should have an abortion," she said. "I told him we wouldn't do that because we
considered him our child, just like the other two children we had."

Pregnancy

She and her husband switched doctors, but they also continued to prepare for their son's birth and death
simultaneously. They picked out a name — and burial clothing. They arranged for family to be present at
the delivery — and chose a plaque for his grave site. Harden took her daily prenatal vitamins and avoided
alcohol — while playing music to her swollen belly that she planned for the inevitable memorial service.
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Though few friends and even fewer strangers understood her emotional seesaw, Harden found a wealth
of support in online communities. She discovered two women in other states also pregnant with children
that had the same defect as Matthew's: a condition that caused kidney failure and undeveloped lungs.
She also stumbled upon a Colorado woman whose nonprofit provided "memory boxes" for expectant
mothers in such situations — a kit that included casting supplies for making impressions of the baby's
handprint and footprint, a journal for the mother and herbal tea that would help dry up her breast milk after
the baby's death.
Harden's family also went to a Build-A-Bear workshop and created a teddy bear in Matthew's honor,
stuffing it with a device that, when squeezed, plays the ultrasound recording of the baby's heartbeat.
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Even now, two years later, she'll give it a listen once in a while.
Harden's own nonprofit seeks to provide support to women facing similar circumstances, offering them
guidance and research information, memory-box supplies and — if she is able to raise enough funding —
financial help with burial experiences.
"We know that when a mom has a baby with a birth defect or developmental disability, oftentimes there is
really no immediate support for them," said Betty Mekdeci, executive director of Birth Defect Research for
Children, a national nonprofit based in Orlando. "And when the baby doesn't survive, that family is going to
need a lot of support. It's life-changing."
The reaction, though, is highly individual. Humphrey said some patients have expressed gratitude for not
knowing their child's prognosis during pregnancy, while others make detailed plans for the harsh decisions
that may come at delivery time.
For Harden, that meant figuring out whether her other children should be at the hospital and have a chance
to meet their brother (yes), as well as whether heroic measures would be taken if the baby could be kept
alive by artificial means (no). She also arranged for her newborn son to be baptized and photographed
before he died, and once she emerged from recovery from her cesarean section, she knew she wanted to
hold him.
"I had 21/2 hours that I got to spend with my son," Harden said. "I got to hold him, I got to kiss him, I got to
look into his eyes and see him look up into mine. And that made everything else worth it."
ksantich@tribune.com or 407-420-5503
Fundraiser details
Cherishing the Journey holds its first fundraising event, "Walk To Remember," at 9 a.m. Saturday at
Wickham Park Amphitheater in Melbourne. For details, go to cherishingthejourney.org or call
321-750-8354.
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